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QUESTION 1

A customer needs multi-language support for a QlikView application. The languages that need to be 

supported immediately are English, German, and Dutch; in the future, however, additional languages may 

be needed. 

Which solution should a developer use to meet the customer\\'s needs? 

A. a separate document for each language 

B. variables for language-specific items and the option to select a specific language in a field 

C. a language definition table in the data model containing all descriptions for each language, and the option to select a
specific language in a field 

D. a language definition table in the data model containing all descriptions for each language, automatically linking the
business user to a language 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit to the right. 
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Which two data quality issues exist within the data set displayed in the exhibit? (Choose two.) 

A. multiple spellings of the same City 

B. the City value London is associated with two different Country values 

C. the Country values and salesOrderlD values do not relate properly 

D. the salesAmount field name does not contain a space 

E. inconsistent Country abbreviations F. duplicate key values 

Correct Answer: AF 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit below. 
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A QlikView report does not match the legacy report it was designed to replace. The purpose of the report 

is to count the number of customers per year and in total. 

Why is there a difference between the Total row values in the two reports? 

A. The legacy report calculates the total customer occurrences, while the QlikView report counts only distinct
customers. 

B. The legacy report calculates the total customer occurrences, while the QlikView report calculates the customer
ranking. 

C. The legacy report totals the number of customers correctly, while the QlikView report is dropping records. 

D. The legacy report totals the number of customers correctly, while the QlikView total row is set to sum of rows. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer has a set of date values in different formats. 

Some dates are in Julian date format; Some dates are text strings. 

How can a developer ensure the data is loaded in a consistent format? 

A. change the default DateFormat variable assignment on the Main script tab 

B. use the Date function to format the field during load 

C. use the Alt function with different Date# functions 

D. use the Lookup function with a format table 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 5

A customer has 30 target values that are used to evaluate the quality of an organization\\'s facilities. At least 

half the target values are changed monthly by the business users. 

What is the most efficient way for the developer to store, access, and maintain the target values? 

A. save the target names and values in an external file, load them into a QlikView table, and use a FOR loop to assign
the values to variables 

B. manually create a variable for each value in Expression Overview and maintain them in Expression Overview 

C. create a Variables tab in the load script and use 30 LET statements to assign the values to variables 

D. embed the target values into each expression in which they are required 

Correct Answer: A 
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